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Kamloops United Church has been an Affirming Community of Faith since May of 1996. Prior to 2016, I 
was not paying much attention to the details of what being Affirming implied. Naively, I assumed that 
any and all United Churches would be affirming…after all, didn’t we settle that at GC 1988?... (I know 
better now.)

At KUC six years ago, there were rainbow flags affixed to the windows at the front and rear entrances 
and our marriage documents stated that we were Affirming. In the fall of 2015, our minister asked me if 
I would walk with a few others from KUC in the Pride event at Thompson Rivers University (TRU); that 
was my first experience with KUC participating in a PIE way in a community LGBTQ2S+ event.

Early in 2016, KUC was planning a three-prong celebration to mark the completion of a building 
redevelopment, the launch of our identity as a Centre for Community and Spiritual Discovery, and the 
twentieth anniversary of becoming an Affirming congregation. I volunteered to do some of the writing 
for the press releases and other collateral for the celebration. When I started researching being 
Affirming and what was entailed and expected as a member congregation of Affirm United/S’Affirmer 
Ensemble, I was taken aback and ashamed by what KUC was not doing. I poured over the AU website; I 
learned about being public, intentional and explicit. I got a very big bee in my bonnet! That spring, I set 
about on a mission of sharing all my new knowledge with the rest of the Kamloops United congregation. 
Everybody was going to know about PIE!  The huge KUC Block party in downtown Kamloops that May 
included a display with every bit of rainbow swag and Affirm United resources that I could find! This was 
one of KUC’s first forays into taking PIE into the greater community!

Tragically, it was that June when the Pulse nightclub in Orlando was the scene of a horrific LGBTQ 
targeted shooting. Coincidentally, the TRU Pride group, and the Kamloops Pride organization both 
approached KUC about hosting a vigil to honour the victims. Within 48 hours, on a warm June evening, 
our sanctuary was packed to standing-room-only with members of the greater community that 
ordinarily would likely never have known our building. There was leadership from United Church, 
Lutheran, Anglican, Jewish and Muslim religious leaders.  This was a pivotal and galvanizing experience, 
and increased the momentum and the desire to reach out to and support the community in any way 
that we could.

The Kamloops Pride organization began to use space in our building for their regular meetings. That 
summer of 2016, I appealed to our KUC Council Circle and a large banner with the AU symbol was 
purchased to hang on the exterior of our building. (But not without the discussion of “why we do we 
have to single out one group to welcome?”). The principles of PIE, and why it matters were reiterated 
over and over. That fall, KUC formed a much larger contingent in the Pride event on the TRU campus 
and we were able to talk to a lot of students and staff and share resources. An Affirming worship service 
was planned and about that time, I submitted an article to the local paper. 



https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/faith-this-kind-of-christian-knows-love-is-love-is-love-
1.23241969

Later that fall, about 60 KUC people were invited to a dinner and discussion to determine where the 
congregation wanted to go from here. That it was invitational was significant I think in getting more 
engagement from diverse parts of the congregation.  A core group came out of this, and began to meet 
regularly.

I believed that one of the most important early steps was to build a relationship with Kamloops Pride, 
and ask what they would like to see from us. I met with the then president of Kamloops Pride, and in 
March 2017 the Kamloops Pride executive agreed to have me come to one of their board meetings. 
Even though they were accustomed to using a meeting room in our building, I still was very aware that 
my having requested a chance to speak with them had some of the board members very uncomfortable. 
It helped that one of the board members was a journalist, and was familiar with the article I’d 
written…her enthusiastic response may have helped to gentle the resistance I felt from others present. I 
did not tell them what we were going to do…instead I asked what would they ask of us. When one board 
member asked me why KUC was doing this, I said it was because it is the right thing.

The summer of 2017 was the first annual Downtown Kamloops Pride Parade, and that spring as 
preparation and excitement grew, KUC was able to support Kamloops Pride in many ways, with a 
modest financial gift, with the use of meeting space, and of course on the August day of the event a 
contingent of KUC folk wearing rainbow boas marched with our KUC banner. Nurturing the relationships 
with the board members continued to be an important and enjoyable priority. One of the sweetest 
experiences happened the week before the parade. The KP president handed me a bag of rolls of 
rainbow ribbon and asked if we could help by making the emblems for Kamloops Pride to give away at 
the event. A group of KUC women, diverse but “of a certain age”, gathered together one afternoon to 
twist the rainbow ribbons and it was the happiest workbee I have ever attended! 

In 2017 (and 2018) I got to attend SpiritPride at St.Andrew’s Wesley in Vancouver. Even better, that was 
the year that AU/SE had their annual meeting in conjunction with SpiritPride and I got to meet and 
spend time with Julie Graham, the former AU/SE communications person who had so patiently guided 
and prodded me through the previous months. Julie and now Michele have been so helpful, supportive 
and reassuring.

Early in 2018, planning started for the second annual Pride Parade. KUC wanted to be involved more and 
once again, asked Kamloops Pride where we could help most. Plans were made to host a Queer Art 
show and the Kamloops Pride parade poster-making event in our sanctuary and lounge during Pride 
Week in Kamloops. Sitting in our administrator’s office one gloomy August afternoon, I wished out loud 
that we could paint our steps, but alas we only have three and not enough for a spectrum! But…our 
accessibility ramp has six slabs and our custodian is an experienced painter; in no time paint was 
purchased and KUC had a Rainbow Ramp! That simple ramp enhancement made a huge difference in 
the greater community’s awareness, and in reminding KUC folk about who we wanted to be in that 
greater community.  In the spring of 2018, KUC and Kamloops Pride received a grant from the UCC Seeds 
of Hope and the Kamloops Pride Choir was born. Rehearsals took place in our building (until COVID), and 
our then music director provided leadership. 
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That year, even more KUC folk participated with us in the parade, and it was gratifying to hear Kamloops 
United being acknowledged and thanked by the Kamloops Pride president during her remarks at the 
parade. Having so many of the leaders in the Kamloops LGBTQ community in our building regularly for 
meetings, choir practices, and other special events and collaborating on projects like the art event and 
the choir has had an impact on how KUC is regarded by the entire wider community. 

During the fall, KUC typically held an Affirming Sunday. During that year’s service (2018), we dedicated a 
new quilted banner, with the AU/SE symbol. It is hung in perpetuity. It is positioned with the intention 
that it is the first place the eye is drawn upon entering our sanctuary. It is public and it is explicit in its 
glorious colours. As well that fall, we had Allison Rennie, our Conference Minister, facilitate a workshop 
for the congregation and other guests on “Affirming: What’s Next?”. 

Late in 2018, when AU/SE began their planning for the first PIE day, Kamloops United was asked to 
provide some video from our faith community that addressed why being public, intentional and explicit 
mattered. Our administrator got fully behind this and we engaged a videographer that created an 
amazing 4.5-minute video. The lead quilter who created the new banner is also the “star” of the KUC PIE 
video, sharing her 80-year story. As always, it is the stories of people we know and feel connected to, 
that have the most impact and can change hearts and minds. 

2019 started with promise and optimism. In January, we hosted a screening and discussion of the 
Generous Space movie Belonging in the Body: Transgender Journeys of Faith. In March we celebrated 
the first annual PIE Day. Pie was served after worship, and I resorted to mild coercion by telling folks 
that the only way to get pie, was to bring their coffee back into the sanctuary and watch the video 
provided for PIE Day by AU/SE. Over 80 people stayed for dessert and the video, and there was 
applause. Sometimes giving folks a little push is absolutely justified.

The Kamloops Pride event in August 2019 was another success, with more KUC supporters walking with 
us. Our booth activity was well supported by our volunteers as well. KUC produced a “Guide to Pride” 
booklet, including a guide to various Pride flags and terms. The weekend at the beginning of Pride Week 
that year was a real highlight for me. On the Saturday, I officiated the marriage, in our sanctuary, for a 
couple of women for whom a “church” wedding was very important. The wedding was lovely, and the 
teary gratitude received from the couple, and their mothers filled me with joy. The next day, as has 
become our practice during Pride Week, the worship was Affirming and Pride focussed. (And was an 
amazing service!).

That fall, during worship in November we honoured the Trans Day of Remembrance, and in December 
we acknowledged World Aids Day and had the Pride Choir as musical guests.

In 2020, we were planning to celebrate PIE day in a similar fashion to 2019, but made the difficult 
decision in mid-March that it was not a good idea to mingle and serve pie as we would wish.  We put up 
a flag pole on the exterior of the building and hung a Pride flag just in time for June and national Pride 
Sunday. (Sadly, when we wanted to hang the Trans flag in November for ITDOR, we discovered the pole 
had been stolen, but a new one was ordered). 



We budgeted for the purchase of T-shirts to be worn at any community event where KUC participates 
and will identify us as Affirming people of Kamloops United that wish to be public, intentional and 
explicit that we are a church that Affirms LGBTQ2S+. (That t-shirt purchase has been deferred to 2021). 

Covid times have been challenging. It’s hard to be PIE, when you are not in public! In November, I took 
the opportunity of TDOR to share information using our church enews. Tentative plans for a drive-by PIE 
day are being discussed, but current public health orders and recommendations might put the damper 
on that. I had hoped to recruit my granddaughter in her Queen of Hearts costume to help hand out tarts 
with the attached message:

The Queen of Heart
She made some tarts
Wee PIEs to give away

So take a tart
Open up your heart
AFFIRM the Love today!

It’s Always the Right Time for More P.I.E.!!!  
March 14 (3.14) is National PIE Day, and we are dishing up some AFFIRMING P.I.E. !!!!!

What is AFFIRMING?   As a community of faith Kamloops United is Affirming, which means that we aspire to move far beyond acceptance, 
welcoming and inclusion and are unconditionally loving, celebrating and Affirming of all of the cherished and beloved children of God. A 
member of Affirm United/S’Affirmer Ensemble, we believe that all gender identities and sexualities are a gift from God and that churches 
should be safe and fully welcoming spaces for LGBTQ+ and Two-Spirit people to worship and to lead.

Here at Kamloops United, we continue to seek Public, Intentional and Explicit ways to live into that commitment to be fully in community with 
the whole diversity of Creation. 

For more information on Affirm United visit   https://affirmunited.ause.ca/

For more on PIE Day and some amazing videos, visit https://pieday.ca/

I have not listed here all the initiatives taken by KUC in recent years. I think that some of the key factors 
in the rejuvenation of the Kamloops United Affirming Ministry were that I personally was at a place 
where I was more ready to take risks; where I found resistance, I was prepared to persevere. Repetition 
was also part of the strategy. A statement of Affirmation became part of the weekly ritual welcome at 
worship. I explained (several times) why we had to keep talking about it. I explained (often) why it 
wasn’t enough to say everybody is welcome…that we had to be explicit about who we wanted to lift up. 
That this was a spiritual practice like any other that grounds us and reminds us of who we are as 
members of this faith community. And, I listened to people when they told me about their discomfort  
with all this Affirming talk, but gently and firmly said again that it is what our faith demands.  I did my 
best to model intentionality and explicitness and make it routine and less uncomfortable. And it wasn’t 
just me. Soon the webministers, and office staff and custodians were taking initiatives around the 
building and online. Something as easy to accomplish as a gender-neutral washroom sign deeply 
touched some visitors. 

I pushed some people, and I am not sorry. I did my best to keep our Affirming identity as one of our core 
KUC identities and to keep it high profile in the wider community. I always have felt supported by the 
Council Circle, and the minister, and the support staff. The core group of KUC people who are actively 
involved has contracted, and we haven’t met physically in a very long time but the support is there, and 
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a lot is accomplished by email. I have so many sweet little stories of receiving affirmation and gratitude 
from unexpected sources. The love is there.

This past 12 months, it has been much more challenging. It’s one thing to try to create a safe and 
welcoming space in a building and in the community. Engagement online is not the same; it is mostly 
just “preaching to the choir”. I look forward to getting inspired to move forward again!


